Ziggurat Vineyard Tour
Luxury Cycle Tour taking in the finest vineyards of Surrey, Kent and Sussex.
With the prospect of International Travel still unclear for the rest of the year we have
designed a UK based alternative for this year’s Ziggurat event. We have kept the
theme of Ziggurat consistent and have based the route around some of the finest
English Vineyards rather than the champagne region of France. Each day is punctuated
with a separate vineyard stop off and the event concludes with a private wine tasting
tour of Denbies Vineyard. Staying in the UK has allowed us to design a unique Ziggurat
event unlike any of the previous additions, with numerous experiential highlights and
extras serving to lift the event experience and make it a truly unforgettable ride.

Itinerary*
• Day 1 - Denbies Wine Estate to Maidstone
Setting off from the majestic Denbies Wine Estate the ride takes
riders through the Surrey Hills and into the garden roads of Kent.
With historic castles, Oast Houses and an afternoon stop at a
vineyard day 1 showcases the best of Kent.

• Day 2 - Maidstone to Uckfield
Leaving Uckfiled the route heads South and into Sussex via Chapel
Down Vineyard and some lovely leafy lanes.

• Day 3 - Uckfield to Winchester
The longest day of the trip sees riders head west through the South
Downs national park and onto the historic Cathedral city of
Winchester. The route includes another vineyard stop breaks the

What’s Included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully Signed Routes
GPX Route Files
Ride Leaders and Sweep Riders
Medical and Mechanical Support
Sweep Vehicle
Feed Stations
Post Ride Massage services available

day.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4* Hotel Accommodation

• Day 4 - Winchester to East Horsley

Vineyard Experiences Each Day

Leaving Winchester the route snakes East and back into the Surrey

Final night celebration meal
Wine Tasting Experience
Luggage Transfer with Bags in Room service
Bespoke Event Jersey
Bespoke Event Medal

Hills before finishing in East Horsley. A vineyard stop in Albury
completes the tour.

• Day 5 - Denbies Wine Estate
We will transport riders to Denbies Wine Estate for a full wine
tasting morning to end the event in style.
* Itinerary subject to hotel confirmations

